
AMERICAN CAR CRAFT INSTRUCTIONS 

Prowler 3-D Retro Kat Grille Emblem 1Pc - Polished 

Part #822041 

GENERAL PART INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

PARTS INCLUDED: 

1-Oval Kat Logo 

1-Adhesive Promoter Pack 

Introduction: In the next few paragraphs we will explain to you what you will need to know and do for a successful 

application of ACC Stainless Steel Accessories. It is important to understand that almost all stainless steel peel and stick 

accessories need to be pre shaped by hand in order to achieve a nice long term installation. We realize that all parts are 

different from each other but as far as the installations of these parts they all will need to follow the same set of general 

instructions. 

Liner info: Your new accessories will come to you with a protective surface liner. Leave this liner in place until the 

installation is complete to prevent finger prints and or possible scratches during installation. This liner is required to 

remain on the part until you are instructed to remove it.   

1. IMPORTANT:  Clean grille in the area you will mount the logo first with soap and water to remove any

dirt then - with household Isopropyl Alcohol or rubbing alcohol.  

You MUST remove even the slightest dirt and especially oil (even oil from your fingers) from the grille 

surface.  Let dry for 3 minutes. 

2. Take the logo and without removing the backing put it up to your grille and see where you want to

mount it.  It is whatever looks best to you.  

You will want to hand bend the emblem so it rests along the bend of the grille without forcing it down. 

3. Take your grille logo and pull off the red backing on the backside.  This will expose the sticky tape

back.  Try not to touch the stick back with your fingers or anything else. 

https://www.carid.com/american-car-craft/


Once you are satisfied with the placement, remove the red liner from the attachment tape on the 

backside of the Logo.  When you are certain it is in the correct position - Press firmly to set.  Push firmly 

along the entire perimeter edge to ensure a tight bond.  It is best to let it set for 8 hours.  Do not get it 

wet during this time. 

CARE AND MAINTENANCE:  Care must be taken when cleaning your cover. It is a good idea to lightly 

dust your cover with a clean soft cloth first in order to prevent any particles from scratching it. Then 

wipe (using a new clean soft cloth) with a good quality streak free glass cleaner. 

Thank You and Enjoy Your Purchase! 

https://www.carid.com/chrome-accessories.html



